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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of the United States regulatory system is to protect the safety, health and wellbeing of American consumers and the environment. Regulation corrects market failures and promotes other social purposes. A well-functioning regulatory system ensures that these standards protect Americans without causing significant market distortions.

This report will answer the fundamental question: how should the impact of the federal regulatory system be evaluated? It will draw on concepts from economics, public finance and law to systematically evaluate past approaches domestically and internationally. The report will examine the feasibility of a process known as retrospective review, which evaluates the impact of regulations after they have been implemented and attempts to eliminate those that are repetitive or ineffective. A complimentary approach is to measure the cumulative burden of regulation to estimate the economic costs of compliance with the aim of finding ways to minimize burdens for businesses and individuals.

Retrospective Review

Retrospective reviews of regulation have been attempted by every presidential administration since Jimmy Carter. The sheer number of such efforts shows that there has not been lasting success. The primary methods of analysis to evaluate the current ex-post review landscape will be a literature review and practitioner interviews. A legislative history of the review process will inform an evaluation of the effectiveness of administration and Congressional actions. The goal is to evaluate the history of retrospective review attempts, to evaluate current procedures, and to ultimately provide recommendations for improvement.

The following problems emerge:

Incentive Misalignment

• A collective action problem exists: it is in society’s best interest to regularly review the impact of regulations to reduce their burdens, but individual agencies have little internal incentive to do so.

Resource and Data Limitations

• Resource scarcity forces agencies to prioritize their most urgent needs.
• Agencies have increasingly strained budgets and staff turnover.
• A lack of sufficient data to conduct rigorous reviews also exists. Most regulation as it is currently written does not include data requirements, or the data that is needed to conduct the review is unavailable or expensive.

Lack of Standardization

• Some agencies conduct retrospective reviews on a regular basis while others only do so when required.
• Some agencies publish rules that do not lend themselves easily to retrospective review as they are difficult to monetize and quantify.
• Policy change must be responsive to the differing needs of agencies.
Recommendations

Of fundamental importance is that OMB OIRA maintain and expand its position at the forefront of creating a culture of regulatory review, as it is uniquely situated as a conduit between agencies and the administration. The figure below shows the process by which OIRA should lead using official and unofficial policy tools.

Agencies should conduct their first review after two years to ensure that rules are being implemented as they were intended. After that, a five-year cycle will allow more time for the impacts of the rule to be established. Agencies should prioritize rules that: are deemed to be economically significant; call for regular review or periodic updating under statute; the public notes as needing review; lead to positive spillover effects for the analysis of other rules.

Cumulative Burden

It is difficult to account for the cumulative impact of regulations as it requires more than simply adding up the costs of individual regulations. The layering of rules creates complex interaction effects that must be accounted for. This section will evaluate the methods that are currently used to estimate the cumulative burden of regulation and will recommend best practices. The following chart summarizes the variety of methods, and the arguments for and against each:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Arguments For</th>
<th>Arguments Against</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annual OMB Report on Costs and Benefits</td>
<td>• Produced by a reliable source on a regular basis</td>
<td>• Costs and benefits only cover rules that are economically significant, potentially leaving out small but important rules.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Hard to monetize certain rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Sunk costs not accounted for</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A 2019 Council of Economic Advisers (CEA) report presents an alternative method of estimating the overall burden of regulation.¹ It can be used to draw lessons for future analyses of cumulative burden. CEA claims that the largest annual savings to real incomes come from changes to consumer broadband privacy and other internet regulations, FDA and HHS modernization efforts, and the reduction of the ACA individual mandate penalty to zero. This presents a large disconnect with what OMB reports in its annual reports to Congress.² An in-depth analysis of the tools used by CEA reveal major governance issues and methodological challenges. It also reveals useful insights into best practices for future analyses of the cumulative burden of regulation: the importance of transparency when conducting research that requires making assumptions; and the importance of providing ample citations for statistics and sensitivity analysis.

Recommendation

Congress should fund a National Academies Panel to empirically address the question.

Independent Agencies

There currently exist 19 major independent regulatory agencies whose rules are not subject to the traditional regulatory review process despite playing a large role in the economy. They collectively issue thousands of regulations, yet less than half of their major rules provide any information on costs and benefits. This seeming omission has generated calls for independent agencies to be included in the normal regulatory process. The arguments for and against including them are as follows:

Yes
• Overlapping mandates
• Independent regulatory activities are similar to executive agencies
• Support from former OIRA administrators, ABA, senior officials from independent agencies

No
• These agencies promulgate rules that don’t lend themselves easily to quantification or monetization
• The agencies should maintain independence
• Could create too large of a burden for OIRA

Recommendation
Incorporate independent agencies in the normal regulatory review process under OIRA guidance.

---

3 Coglianese, “Improving Regulatory Analysis at Independent Agencies.”
INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the United States regulatory system is to protect the safety, health and wellbeing of American consumers and the environment. Regulation corrects market failures (such as externalities, monopolies, and asymmetric information) and promotes other social purposes. A well-functioning regulatory system ensures that these standards protect Americans without causing significant market distortions.

Regulation is vital to the functioning of the legislative process. While Congress has the Constitutional power to enact laws, it delegates some of the responsibility to implement, interpret and prescribe laws and policies to the executive branch. Agencies do much of this work under guidance from the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA), which is part of the Office of Management and Budget (OMB). The sheer volume of regulation – 3,000 final rules on average are published annually – and its associated impact on the efficiency and economic growth has brought about bipartisan calls for reform to the rulemaking process.

This report will answer the fundamental question: how should the impact of the federal regulatory system be evaluated? It will draw on concepts from economics, public finance and law to systematically evaluate past approaches. Specifically, the report will examine the feasibility of a process known as retrospective review, which evaluates the impact of regulations after they have been implemented and accordingly attempts to eliminate those that are found to be repetitive or ineffective. It will also examine efforts to measure the cumulative burden of regulation to estimate the economic costs of compliance with the aim of finding ways to minimize the burden for businesses and individuals. The report will ultimately recommend that OIRA lead in creating a culture of retrospective review across government entities, including independent agencies, to change how the executive branch approaches the regulatory process. Specific proposals are included throughout the report and summarized in Appendix 1.

The remainder of this introduction provides background information on the regulatory process and key statutes that have shaped it over time. Section 1 focuses on the retrospective analysis of regulation. It recommends a series of steps intended to encourage agencies to more comprehensively evaluate the ex-post impact of regulations. Section 2 explores the issue of how to measure the cumulative burden of regulation, summarizing current attempts and ultimately recommending that OIRA leave such empirical practices to an outside entity. Section 3 examines how to incorporate independent regulatory agencies into the traditional regulatory process. Section 4 concludes. Five appendices provide supplemental information.

Background on Regulatory Process

The U.S. federal rulemaking process involves multiple rounds of review by agencies, the administration and the public. A knowledge of this process is key to understanding how the cumulative burden of regulation has evolved over time. A broad overview of the structure of the regulatory process is as follows and is detailed in Figure 0.1.

---

Figure 0.1. The Rulemaking Process

The process begins once Congress passes a statute, which authorizes agencies to write and issue regulations. Agencies then draft a proposed rule, which must be reviewed and approved within the agency and then by OIRA if significant. OIRA review takes, on average,

5 Significant rules are those which are subject to OIRA review. They are defined in E.O. 12866 as rules that: *(1)* Have an annual effect on the economy of $100 million or more or adversely affect in a material way the economy, a sector of the economy, productivity, competition, jobs, the environment, public health or safety, or State, local, or tribal governments or communities; *(2)* Create a serious inconsistency or otherwise interfere with an action taken or planned by another agency; *(3)* Materia
about two months. The public is then notified of the proposed rule and allowed to submit comments (for at least 30 days). After, agencies respond to public comments and develop a draft final rule. The rule is reviewed again by the agency and OIRA and is finally published in the Federal Register. New final rules also must be sent to Congress and GAO for review before taking effect. In rare instances, Congress can pass, and the president can sign, a resolution of disapproval, which makes a rule void. If individuals or corporations bring a claim against a rule to the courts, the court can determine the rule’s legality. It will then likely send all or part of the rule back to the agency to fix the problem, in which case the process may be restarted. The entire rulemaking process takes, on average, four years to complete, though significant variation exists.

Policy Context

Since the New Deal legislation, members of both parties have shaped the regulatory process through a series of laws and executive orders. The Federal Register Act of 1935 was enacted to create a centralized location in which all rules would be published (in the Federal Register) and codified (in the Code of Federal Regulations). The Administrative Procedure Act of 1946 was created to standardize rulemaking across agencies.

Other laws were intended to reduce the perceived burden of regulation. The Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 aims to reduce the paperwork burden of information collection by government agencies for individuals and small businesses. It also requires that agencies justify the information they collect and state its intended use. The Act created OIRA within OMB to provide oversight. OIRA’s role in the regulatory process was expanded in later legislation (see Section 1). The Regulatory Flexibility Act, also enacted in 1980, requires agencies to assess the impact of their regulations on small entities, publish a regulatory flexibility agenda, and contains provisions to ensure that small businesses can participate in the rulemaking process.

Later, the Congressional Review Act of 1996 expedited the procedure by which Congress can disprove of agencies’ rules by enacting a joint resolution of disapproval, that, if passed by both houses, can nullify rules. Until the Trump administration, the CRA was used successfully only once.

Executive Orders (E.O.s) more directly influence how agency reviews are conducted at the administrative level. President Reagan’s E.O. 12291 and E.O. 12498 required agencies to submit rules to OMB before publication, submit a regulatory impact analysis for major rules, and submit an annual regulatory plan that summarized all significant regulatory actions. All expanded OIRA’s role in the rulemaking process.

President Clinton’s 1993 E.O. 12866 was the most significant to date, as it initiated the process for prospective regulatory review that is used today. The executive order requires that OIRA govern inter-agency regulatory review and establishes the cost-benefit analysis

---

9 Executive Order 12866: Regulatory Planning and Review.
standard. Circular A-4, published by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) further instructs agencies on how to conduct such analyses.

More recently, administrations from both parties have implemented policies to review and streamline the promulgation of regulation, though little has been done to evaluate their success.\(^\text{10}\) E.O. 13563, published by the Obama Administration, requires executive agencies to publish plans to conduct retrospective reviews. E.O. 13771, enacted by President Trump, requires that for every incremental cost from new regulations, an equivalent cost associated with two existing regulations be repealed. It also places a cap on the total incremental costs of regulations for each fiscal year.

\(^{10}\) “Executive Order 13563: Improving Regulation and Regulatory Review”; “Executive Order 13771: Reducing Regulation and Controlling Regulatory Costs.”
SECTION 1: RETROSPECTIVE REVIEW

Retrospective review is the administrative process by which agencies review the impact of regulations after they are put into effect. It is shaped by the executive orders, statutes and guidance that inform the analysis process. Retrospective analysis is the technical process used to evaluate the performance of existing regulations to estimate the extent to which the actual benefits and costs regulations incur compare to what was estimated ex-ante. In doing so, the analysis informs whether the rule should be continued or expanded, helping to allocate scarce resources.

Methodology

Unlike other areas of government and the private sector, there is no systematic method by which rules are reviewed after implementation. This section will explore both retrospective analysis and review. It will first discuss specific methods for conducting retrospective analysis, and then will examine how to incorporate those tools into a comprehensive ex-post review process. Much of the focus, however, will be on retrospective review since the specific analytical processes that agencies use will differ across agencies and rules. The goal is to evaluate the history of retrospective review attempts, to evaluate current procedures, and to recommend improvements.

The primary methods of analysis will be a literature review and practitioner interviews. A legislative history will inform an evaluation of the effectiveness of administration and Congressional actions. Interviews with OIRA practitioners will inform analysis of the ways the administration oversees such review practices.

An analysis of executive agencies’ progress on retrospective reviews reveals agency approaches. Data sources include executive agency final retrospective review plans, which were drafted in accordance with E.O. 13563. They contain background information on long-standing approaches to regulatory review, agency priorities for identifying rules for review and key points of contact. While these plans were only truly implemented in their infancy, careful analysis provides unique insights into how agencies perceive their role in the review process, and the extent to which they perceive ex-post review requirements to be feasible. Other sources include documents related to the implementation of President Trump’s E.O. 13771’s requirement for the creation of a regulatory budget and cost caps, as well as GAO audits of agency actions.

Retrospective Analysis

The narrowest way to conduct a retrospective analysis is to conduct econometric evaluations for individual regulations to assess whether the regulation is having its intended effect. Such analyses are largely completed by academics but can also be completed by regulatory policy teams within agencies if provided the appropriate tools and resources. To estimate causality, the optimal technique would be a randomized controlled trial (RCT), though in practice, these are quite difficult to conduct due to cost, legal and ethical concerns.

---

11 “Smarter Regulations Through Retrospective Review.”
Instead, quasi-experimental approaches, such as difference-in-difference analysis and regression discontinuity, replicate RCT conditions to infer causal effects.\textsuperscript{13}

Applied to the regulatory space, a difference-in-difference approach would focus on two differences: time trends across both the treatment and control groups that could impact the effect of the regulation (such as technological innovation); and the impact of the regulation on the treatment group beyond that which was controlled for by the first difference.\textsuperscript{14} Regression discontinuity methods compare outcomes just above and below a regulation’s threshold to estimate the “average treatment effect” of the regulation.\textsuperscript{15}

The analysis can also help agencies improve the processes by which they conduct prospective analysis, showing that there are mixed conclusions about the accuracy of projections of costs and benefits. For example, Harrington (2000) compares 20 ex-post assessments with their ex-ante estimates, finding that agencies tend to overestimate costs and benefits because they assume complete compliance with regulation.\textsuperscript{16} A similar study by the Office of Management and Budget (2005) examined a larger set of regulations and also found the assessments to be overestimated, with benefits tending to be overestimated more than costs.\textsuperscript{17} A later study, also by Harrington, found the opposite effect. While the sample sizes in all of these analyses make it difficult to generalize across the broader universe of regulations, they provide guidance about how to gauge economic impacts.\textsuperscript{18}

**Retrospective Review: Legislative History**

**Early actions**

Reviews of regulation can be directed by the Administration, by agencies themselves, or by outside independent organizations and academics. The Carter Administration implemented the first attempt at retrospective review and every administration has followed. The 1980 Regulatory Flexibility Act requires agencies to conduct periodic reviews of rules to minimize burdens on small businesses and requires that agencies issue a plan to ensure economically significant rules are reviewed within 10 years of promulgation. The act’s success has been mixed, with agencies having different standards for conducting such reviews. E.O. 12291, signed by President Reagan in 1981, has largely shaped today’s review process. It places heightened review standards on economically significant rules. Under President Clinton’s reinventing government initiatives, the Administration’s National Performance Review worked to streamline the regulatory process by eliminating 16,000 pages of regulations. The common theme across these efforts was that they focused mainly

---

\textsuperscript{13} Stock and Watson, *Introduction to Econometrics*. Regression analysis estimates the impact of one variable on another variable, holding constant any other factors that may account for the association between them. It requires three main assumptions: 1) all other factors contained in the error term are unrelated to the variable of interest; 2) each observation is independent and randomly distributed; 3) large outliers are unlikely. Difference-in-difference analysis estimates the deviation in the trend over time between a treatment and control group at the time of the treatment. It requires the assumption that the trends in the treatment and control groups would be the same were it not for the treatment. Regression discontinuity estimates the causal effect of a treatment on a narrow range of observations around a cutoff point. It assumes that around the cutoff, the treatment is nearly randomly assigned.

\textsuperscript{14} See, for example, Greenstone, Oyer, and Vissing-Jorgensen, “Mandated Disclosure, Stock Returns and the 1964 Securities Acts Amendments.”

\textsuperscript{15} See, for example, Bennear and Olmstead, “The Impacts of the ‘Right to Know’: Information Disclosure and the Violation of Drinking Water Standards.”

\textsuperscript{16} Harrington, Morgenstern, and Nelson, “On the Accuracy of Regulatory Cost Estimates.”


\textsuperscript{18} Harrington, “Grading Estimates of the Benefits and Costs of Federal Regulation.”
on reducing the burdens of regulatory entities, rather than maximizing social benefits.\textsuperscript{19} The sheer number of such efforts shows that there has not been lasting success.

\textit{Obama Administration and retrospective review}

President Obama signed three Executive Orders on retrospective review. E.O. 13563 requires agencies submit to OIRA a plan to periodically “review its existing significant regulations to determine whether any such regulations should be modified, streamlined, expanded, or repealed so as to make the agency’s regulatory program more effective or less burdensome in achieving the regulatory objectives.”\textsuperscript{20} A proceeding order made the policy voluntary for independent regulatory agencies. Executive Order 13610 instructs agencies to institutionalize reviews, emphasizes that cumulative burdens be considered, and encourages agencies to regularly report on their progress to OIRA.\textsuperscript{21} Explanatory memorandums further expand upon the administration’s intent.

In 2011, these actions spurred 26 agencies to issue retrospective review plans.\textsuperscript{22} The plans addressed the following: public participation in the review process; methods to prioritize which rules will be reviewed; retrospective review of the costs and benefits of the regulations being reviewed; the structure and staffing of the responsibility for reviews; and methods to coordinate with other forms of retrospective review already in existence.\textsuperscript{23} In the following years of the Obama administration, agencies submitted their progress on conducting such retrospective reviews on an annual basis.

The initial agency plans generated little public attention, likely because the rulemaking pursuant to such reviews made up less than three percent of all rulemaking during that time.\textsuperscript{24} In 2014, GAO analyzed retrospective review plans from 22 executive agencies and two independent regulatory agencies.\textsuperscript{25} They found that agencies identified over 650 planned analyses and completed 246 by the time of the study. Of those, 225 analyses led to changes to the Code of Federal Regulations that revised or eliminated text. However, GAO found it difficult to obtain a comprehensive summary of the results since they were spread across multiple documents and included few methodological details. Agencies have not published updated retrospective review plans since 2016. Overall, the Obama retrospective review initiative was moderately successful in that it stimulated agencies to think critically about how to evaluate their rules, but it was not transformational.

\textit{Trump Administration and retrospective review}

The Trump administration has gone further to reduce regulatory burdens through the enactment of E.O 13771 in 2017, which requires that for every incremental cost from new regulations, an equivalent cost associated with two existing regulations be repealed. It also places a cap on the total incremental costs of regulations for each fiscal year and created a Regulatory Reform Task Force within agencies to identify particularly burdensome regulations. For the 2017 fiscal year, the cost cap was set to zero. For 2018 and 2019, the cap was set to require $9.8 billion and $18 billion in cost reductions.\textsuperscript{26} Agencies appeared to

---


\textsuperscript{20} Executive Order 13563: Improving Regulation and Regulatory Review.

\textsuperscript{21} Executive Order 13610: Identifying and Reducing Regulatory Burdens.

\textsuperscript{22} Sunstein, “The Regulatory Lookback.”

\textsuperscript{23} Sunstein, “M-11-10: Executive Order 13563, ‘Improving Regulation and Regulatory Review.’”

\textsuperscript{24} Raso, “Assessing Regulatory Retrospective Review under the Obama Administration.”


\textsuperscript{26} Council of Economic Advisers, “Economic Report of the President, Chapter 2: Deregulation: Reducing the Burden of Regulatory Costs.”
successfully meet their cost caps in the first several years of implementation. However, this was primarily because the Trump administration issued few new rules and most of the deregulation that was completed was simply to repeal or delay the implementation of Obama-era regulation. Whether the task forces impact outcomes still remains to be seen.\(^{27}\)

Nevertheless, the Trump administration reports that their deregulatory actions will raise real household incomes by $3,100 per year after 5-10 years. However, their analysis was built on suspicious assumptions about the extent to which the costs of regulation are passed through to capital and labor decisions (see Section 2). Overall, while it may appear on the surface that E.O. 13771 was effective, very little substantive deregulatory action has actually occurred.\(^{28}\)

**OIRA’s role**

OIRA, created in 1980 with the Paperwork Reduction Act, is situated within the Office of Management and Budget, which is part of the Executive Office of the President.\(^{29}\) Approximately 45 people, almost all of whom are career staff with advanced degrees, work in the office. Staff are assigned to branches where they gain expertise in a specific policy area.

Initially, OIRA’s primary function was to review and approve agency requests to collect information from the public. Today, OIRA’s main responsibilities, outlined in E.O. 12866, have been expanded to what some describe as being a conductor to the regulatory engine. Former OIRA Administrator Cass Sunstein explains that “OIRA is largely in the business of helping to identify and aggregate views and perspectives of a wide range of sources both inside and outside the federal government.”\(^{30}\) That is, the office reviews significant draft and proposed final regulations (except those from independent agencies) and reviews the economic analysis of economically significant rules. Additionally, OIRA publishes a unified agenda, which organizes and consolidates agency plans and actions for regulation for the upcoming year. OIRA is responsible for the implementation of E.O. 13563 and 13771. Figure 1.1 displays a count of the number of rules OIRA reviews each year.

![Figure 1.1. Number of OIRA Reviews Completed by Type](https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R43056.pdf)

Source: Congressional Research Service aggregation of data on Reginfo.gov.

---

27 Ivory and Faturechi, “Secrecy and Suspicion Surround Trump’s Deregulation Teams.”
30 Sunstein, “The Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs: Myths and Realities.”
Analysis: Review Practices within Agencies

Agencies have undertaken variations of retrospective review for decades. At the most informal level, agencies tend to undergo a dynamic rulemaking process where a majority of final rules that are promulgated are revised at some point to issue corrections, stays, amendments and extensions, even when not formally mandated.\(^{31}\) This is often in response to changing industry conditions and feedback from those directly affected by the regulations.

Statutes across the regulatory landscape also require forms of retrospective review. Section 610 of the Regulatory Flexibility Act requires that agencies review regulations that could have a significant impact on small businesses every ten years. However, vague definitions of what constitutes a review undermine Section 610’s effectiveness. In addition, the Administrative Procedure Act allows for members of the public to request a review of rules. Agencies have significant discretion in when and how they respond to such petitions, rendering the option an ineffective solution.\(^{32}\) Finally, agencies still publish their E.O. 13563 retrospective review plans on their websites, though none have been updated since 2016.

Agencies, to varying extents, also undergo independent periodic reviews of their regulations, though a lack of time and resources tends to prevent a more systematic approach.\(^{33}\) Some agencies have long-standing lookback procedures for all regulations (or all that are significant). For example, the Department of Defense reviews all significant regulations at 3-year intervals and the Department of Transportation has a long-standing plan to conduct scheduled reviews of regulations every decade. Other agencies conduct periodic reviews of distinct regulations or departments. For instance, the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network reviews each new or significantly amended regulation within the first 18 months of its enforcement date.

The National Higher Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) within DOT has been conducting regular reviews since 1970 and can be looked to as a model.\(^{34}\) Many of their reviews focus on the effectiveness of the rules in preventing injuries, deaths and accidents, as well as comparing the effectiveness of older and newer vehicle models. Of foremost importance, NHTSA statutes often require that cost-effectiveness be considered, and these results influence the types of rules that are promulgated. Thus, regulators have a built in incentive to conduct retrospective reviews as part of their rulemaking process. In addition, NHTSA does not rely on data from surveys of regulated firms, which have incentives to overstate compliance, nor does their process require the lengthy process involved with the Paperwork Reduction Act. This abundance of reliable data, as well as statutory requirements to evaluate effectiveness are key features that could be applied to other agency review processes.

Problems with the Current System

Evidence from recent Administration efforts and that of individual agencies reveals several problems with the current retrospective review process. The most significant problem is the collective action problem, followed by resource limitations.

*Incentive misalignment*

Regulatory review constitutes a pure collective action problem: it is in society’s best interest to regularly review the impact of regulations to reduce their burdens, but individual

---

31 Wagner et al., “Dynamic Rulemaking.”
33 Neil Eisner and Judith Kaleta, “Federal Agency Reviews of Existing Regulations.”
34 Lutter, “Regulatory Policy.”
agencies have little internal incentive to do so. Once a regulation is implemented, it is on the books permanently with few direct repercussions if rulemakers do not occasionally review it. Outside interests have little incentive to call attention to the burden of certain regulations once in place due to sunk costs. Once a regulated company makes investments to comply with the regulation, they have little incentive to lobby for the regulation to be repealed because they have already incurred the costs. In addition, the costs to comply with the regulation may create a comparative advantage for regulated companies by creating a high barrier to entry.\(^{35}\)

Within agencies, there may also exist a bias towards the status quo, as it takes a significant amount of time to learn which regulations exist and how they interact. Furthermore, agencies may be hesitant to acknowledge that their rules are not working as intended at present, even if they were perfectly executed when first promulgated.

Other areas of the government prevent such incentive misalignments. Tax and spending programs are constantly reevaluated because policymakers must review programs’ effectiveness in order to renew its funding. Some tax incentives also have sunset provisions to force policymakers to consider their implications prior to their expiration. While not a perfect parallel, these policies reveal the importance of having evaluation mechanisms in place.

**Resource and data limitations**

The second problem is resource scarcity, which forces agencies to prioritize their most urgent needs. This is compounded by issues such as increasingly strained budgets and staff turnover. For example, employees in the Departments of Commerce, Homeland Security and Transportation stated to GAO auditors that compliance with Congressional regulatory mandates supersedes the time they spend on retrospective review. Officials in HHS report that Administration requirements to complete retrospective reviews are duplicative of other preexisting agency requirements.\(^{36}\) Furthermore, increases in regulatory spending across agencies, estimated as the amount of federal spending devoted to such activities, outpaces the growth of staff within those agencies, implying increasing burdens on individual federal employees (Figure 1.2).\(^{37}\)

![Figure 1.2 Federal Regulatory Spending and Spending per FTE](image)

Source: Regulator's Budget (2020).

\(^{35}\) Dudley and Mannix, “Improving Regulatory Benefit-Cost Analysis.”


\(^{37}\) Febrizio, Warren, and Dudley, “FY2020 Regulators Budget: Homeland Security Remains Key Administration Priority.” The regulatory budget is comprised of the “direct taxpayer costs associated with developing, administering, and enforcing federal rules and regulations.” It excludes regulations that govern taxation, entitlement, procurement, subsidy and credit functions, as well as government transfers, such as those from the IRS or CMS.
Third, there is a lack of sufficient data to conduct rigorous reviews. Most regulation as it is currently written does not include data requirements, or the data that is needed to conduct the review is unavailable or expensive. Agencies are also hesitant to transfer data collection burdens to states since they are equally resource constrained.

From an evaluation standpoint, it is difficult to evaluate the counterfactual that is needed to conduct a true impact analysis: in many cases it is impossible to estimate the state of the world if the regulation had never been enacted. Similarly, it is difficult to tease out the impact of a single regulation. It must also be considered to what extent rules should reviewed individually or by a subsector of the economy, and at what frequency.

**Lack of standardization**

Finally, there is a lack of standardization across agencies. That is, some agencies conduct retrospective reviews on a regular basis while others only do so when required. Granted, this may not be a problem if the scope and breadth of agencies’ rulemaking ability varies dramatically. Some agencies publish rules that do not lend themselves easily to retrospective review as they are difficult to monetize and quantify. And, it would be an excessive burden for agencies with little rulemaking action to be forced to devote significant resources to analyzing the few rules they have. At the same time, agencies with large regulatory portfolios may already have effective review procedures in place. Any policy change must therefore be responsive to the differing needs of agencies as well as to the wide variation in the types of rules they publish.

**Policy Options**

**Integrate retrospective review plans in new regulations**

Creating a culture of retrospective review requires that agencies include action items to do so when drafting rules. While not the only solution, creating a forcing mechanism utilizes behavioral economic theory about the role of defaults as a way to counteract status quo inertia. Retrospective review can be integrated into new regulations by including in drafts items such as requirements to collect data needed for ex-post evaluation, criteria for determining a rule’s success, and a framework for conducting reviews.

This culture does not exist today, despite the Obama administration’s encouragement. For example, one analysis after a sampling of final rules in 2014 found that only 36 percent of rules included metrics to evaluate its success, less than a quarter had guidelines on information collection, and none discussed linkages between proposed standards and intended outcomes or timeframes for review.

Senator Kyrsten Sinema introduced a bill that would implement this proposal for final major rules, though it has not been enacted. The policy can also be implemented by executive order.

**Modify or eliminate regulatory budgeting**

Supporters of regulatory budgets argue that the economic theory of maximizing net social benefits does not hold in real-world policymaking because regulators are subject to incentives that distort behavior and result in inefficiently high regulatory burdens. For example, regulators could have incentives to maximize their agency’s authority over a given
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policy space. Or, special interests with large stakes in the outcome of regulation could exert undue influence. Because the politics of regulation often distort the theoretical underpinnings of cost benefit analysis, supporters of regulatory budgeting suggest that the system must be fundamentally changed.

Canada, the UK and several EU member states maintain variations of the one-in-one-out policy put in effect by the Trump administration. Most of these programs, however, only apply to compliance and administrative costs for businesses, rather than the regulatory burden as a whole. The added complexity in the Trump Administration’s program makes it difficult to directly apply these international experiences. Appendix 2 provides more detail and lessons drawn from around the world.

Regulatory budgets of the type enacted by President Trump come with several shortfalls. The most significant is that the policy violates the underlying reason for government intervention: the correction of market failures. Theory suggests that government intervenes in a market if the benefits of doing so exceed the costs in order to maximize social welfare. A regulatory budget ignores the benefits of regulation when it solely focuses on the costs, serving as a blunt instrument to rein in regulatory burdens. Furthermore, executive orders since E.O. 12291 are built on the fundamental notion that the benefits of regulation should exceed their costs. A shift to a regulatory budgeting framework implies that benefit-cost analysis is no longer sufficient for evaluating the merits of a rule, creating a fundamental change in the functioning of the regulatory state.

Create guidance similar to Circular A-4

Circular A-4, published in 2003, provides guidance to agencies on how to conduct regulatory analysis before a rule is implemented. It includes an explanation of the need for federal regulatory action and detailed methods for conducting benefit-cost and cost-effectiveness analysis. It is universally accepted as the standard reference for conducting ex-ante reviews of regulation. OIRA could create a similar guidance for retrospective reviews to bring attention to the importance of the process and ensure analyses are conducted rigorously and uniformly across agencies.

Streamline the ex-post review process by topic

One major concern with today’s review process is that it is done on a rule by rule basis rather than examining the interactions between rules that impact a given industry. In doing so, one may find ways to reduce inefficiencies associated with regulatory burdens that span across agencies. For example, the EPA published a retrospective study of the Clean Air Act and its associated regulations. The agency found that the benefits of the reforms far exceeded their costs. A downside of conducting reviews by industry or major topic is that it takes time and academic rigor. Furthermore, if the desire for such reviews exists, history suggests that the private sector or academics at research institutions will step in.
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Create a regulatory review commission

A regulatory review commission would require that a small board of independent regulatory experts evaluate the regulatory environment and propose a package of changes. The package would then be submitted to Congress and the President for a vote.

The benefits of a commission are that it would, in theory, be purely independent from the misaligned incentives that agencies face. It would also allow agencies to focus on their mission without being bogged down by additional administrative responsibilities. As the Commission would review all regulations, it also wouldn’t be siloed in evaluating policy impacts, as agency staff might be. The main drawback is that the members of the commission may not have as intricate knowledge of the technicalities of the regulations they review. In addition, the commission would need to meet on a recurring basis to keep pace with new rules that come into effect.

Recommendations

Past efforts to implement retrospective review were not successful because they failed to correct the underlying incentive problems inherent in the regulatory system. A top-down approach that mandates agencies develop retrospective review plans and then act on them independently will not be effective in the long-term without coordination and buy-in from those most directly affected. To realign incentives, reforms must contribute to the creation of a culture of retrospective review. Any reorganization of regulatory review must also be cognizant of the resource limitations that agencies face. If additional burdens are placed on agencies, additional funding or staff must also be provided. Figure 1.3 highlights the manner in which OIRA can lead in creating a culture of retrospective review. The following sections describe the key components in greater detail.

Figure 1.3. OIRA as Leader of the Retrospective Review Process
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OIRA as coordinator

Of fundamental importance is that OIRA maintain and expand its position at the forefront of the retrospective review process, as it is uniquely situated as a conduit between agencies and the administration. OIRA should work with agency leaders to achieve buy-in through informal discussions and roundtable meetings. OIRA should also keep Congress informed of changes to the review process. Agency leaders should publish bi-annual reports on their progress toward their retrospective review goals and OIRA should consult with agencies to ensure best practices. OIRA could also increase its communication with industry leaders and labor organizations to gain insight into how specifically the regulatory process could be improved. At the same time, agencies have the technical capacity and industry knowledge to complete the reviews in tandem with their current regulatory responsibilities.

Create official retrospective review guidance

OIRA should also create a new reference document to encourage agencies to take up retrospective review best practices. Circular A-4 was effective because it formalized and standardized the process for cost-benefit analysis across agencies. A new guidance for retrospective review could build on that success. While it should not be considered the sole solution, the guidance will push agencies to consider optimal approaches rather than relying on their traditional use of anecdotal evidence and scattershot evaluations. It will build on the earlier analysis agencies completed to build out their retrospective review plans and will emphasize that a one-size-fits-all approach to retrospective review is not effective.

Examples of items to incorporate include:
- Criteria to prioritize which regulations to review
- Best practices for conducting retrospective analysis and evaluating compliance
- Points of contact within agencies
- Criteria to include in the drafting of regulations

Appendix 3 provides a sample retrospective review guidance.

Require rulemakers to include ex-post evaluation criteria when drafting major rules

By prospectively planning retrospective reviews of major regulation early in the process, rulemakers set the analysis as a default, undoing the inertia effects that currently dominate. Including ex-post review guidelines within rules themselves also creates a legal burden, further increasing incentives to conduct reviews. OIRA would review plans included in final rules. Examples of items to include are: a statement of what the regulation’s objective is, how it will be evaluated, what data is needed to evaluate it, and a timeline for data collection. This can be implemented legislatively, or through an executive order. It could also be institutionalized by OMB.

Encourage public participation

Agencies should continue to promote public participation in the review process. If agencies include ex-post evaluation plans in proposed rulemaking, the public will automatically be provided feedback opportunities under the Administrative Procedure Act. By giving regulated entities a say in the process, they will be more likely to go along with the change. Agencies could also benefit from data and perspectives that regulated entities are likely to have. At the same time, the results of reviews and methods used should be made publicly available. Information sharing will only serve to improve the regulatory process as
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additional analysis could uncover perspectives that were overlooked. Public comments about the impact of regulation and their analysis of retrospective reviews should be made publicly available.

**Rules to prioritize for analysis**

It would be burdensome for every rule that is enacted to be subject to retrospective analysis. Instead, rules should be prioritized using a combination of factors that ultimately ensure oversight of the rules that have the greatest potential economic impact. To determine which rules this includes, a textual analysis of executive agency 2011 retrospective review plans was undertaken (Appendix 4 contains full dataset). Factors that agencies listed as important to prioritize were extracted and tallied. Figure 1.4 summarizes the results.

![Figure 1.4 Agency-Identified Major Factors for Review Prioritization](chart.png)

Source: Author's calculations based on 2011 agency retrospective review plans in accordance with E.O. 13563. Chart includes criteria that identified by three or more unique agencies. Other criteria not listed include: continued need (2 agencies), agency discretion (2), and small business impact (2).

Based on agency analysis and input from stakeholder interviews, prioritization criteria includes rules that:
- Are deemed to be economically significant
- Call for regular review or periodic updating under statute (such as NAAQS under the Clean Air Act)
- The public notes as needing review
- Affect large numbers of people or businesses
- Are outdated or overlap with other rules
- Allow for learning, leading to positive spillover effects for analysis of other rules

Regarding the frequency of reviews, the goal would be to balance the need for constant monitoring of regulatory burdens with an understanding of the resource constraints that agencies face. OIRA should recommend that new rules be evaluated two years after enactment, and then on a continuing five-year cycle after that. The first review would ensure that rules are being implemented as intended. After, the five-year cycle will allow more time for the impacts of the rule to be established and will give regulators further insights into changing data and technology that may hamper implementation. The costs of doing the review will likely decrease over time as the process becomes routine.
Shift focus from E.O. 13771 to retrospective review

Finally, the Trump E.O. to promote deregulation takes a hammer to the regulatory apparatus rather than a scalpel. Given that E.O. 12866 still is in effect, there is a mismatch between the cost-benefit analyses of rules that agencies are required to undertake and the stated objectives of the Trump Administration. Without recognizing the many benefits that regulations provide, removing regulations due solely to their costs may make society worse off. It also places arbitrary caps on agency rulemaking abilities without justification.

While one could argue, in theory, that E.O. 13771 allows for a form of retrospective review as regulators would evaluate the effectiveness of rules they are considering getting rid of, time constraints limit their ability to do so in a systematic way, and agencies may instead unsystematically turn to regulated entities identify the most ineffective rules.50

Given the current Administration’s emphasis on deregulation, it will not be politically feasible to repeal E.O. 13771. Instead, the administration should focus on strengthening and updating analytical processes in E.O. 12866 and considering ways to systematically review and reduce the current burden of regulation.

SECTION 2: MEASURING CUMULATIVE BURDEN

Introduction

Retrospective review is used to evaluate the impact of single regulations once they’ve been put in place. It is much more difficult however, to account for the cumulative impact of regulations. This requires more than simply summing the costs of individual regulations because the layering of rules creates complex interaction effects. This section will evaluate the methods that are currently used to estimate the cumulative burden of regulation and will recommend best practices for doing so. It will evaluate indicators that are commonly used to give shape to the size of regulatory burden, provide critiques of the few empirical studies that have been undertaken, and will conduct an in-depth analysis of the Council of Economic Advisers’ approach. Given the complexity of this empirical question, the section will conclude with suggested best practices for the measurement of cumulative burden but will ultimately recommend that Congress fund a National Academies Expert Panel to answer the question with the academic rigor it requires.

Indicators of Cumulative Burden

There are several ways to quantify the scope of federal rulemaking. Generally, these approaches can be divided into descriptive analyses of government actions over time, index-based methods and empirical studies of the economic impacts of regulation. Appendix 5 contains a summary of the literature on all of these approaches.

Annual OMB Report on Total Costs and Benefits

Each year, OMB publishes an estimate of the total annual costs and benefits of federal regulations by agency and major rule. The most recent annual report, states that of the five major final rules that were analyzed in 2019, there were $0.2 to $3.7 billion in annual benefits and up to $0.6 billion in costs. Some drawbacks of using this method are that it only covers rules that are classified as economically significant, leaving out smaller rules that, when combined could have a material economic impact. It is also difficult to monetize the costs and benefits of certain rules. And, sunk costs that are incurred by regulated entities are not accounted for. Furthermore, costs and benefits are estimated as a range and are highly uncertain. Adding them together produces even more uncertainty.

Pages in the Federal Register

Another commonly used metric is the number of pages in the Federal Register. Since it has been published consistently for decades, it has been used as a proxy for changes in the amount of regulatory activity. The number of pages has increased steadily over time, from
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2,620 in 1936 to 64,582 in 2018 (Figure 2.1). While this is an easily digestible statistic that the public can understand, it bears no insight into the content of the regulations, making it a crude measure for analysis.

![Figure 2.1. Number of Pages in the Federal Register (1936-2018)](image)


**Empirical Methods of Estimating Cumulative Burden**

*Survey-based methods and indexes*

Indexes can be used to compare the regulatory landscape across countries. While they do not provide direct insight into the specifics of the changing U.S. regulatory burden, one can analyze changes in how the U.S. compares to its competitors if the survey is completed consistently over time. The World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business Rankings compares countries across topics such as starting a business, enforcing contracts and trading across borders. The data show that the United States ranks 6th in the world as a place to do business, after New Zealand, Singapore, Hong Kong, Denmark and South Korea. OECD’s Indicators for Regulatory Policy and Governance (iREG) allows users to compare regulatory and governance practices and procedures across countries. Under their product market regulation statistics, an index of energy, transportation and communication regulation, the United States ranks 27th. These methods are flawed because they rely on surveys of regulators. And, as the United States did not complete recent versions of the OECD survey, the organization brought forward responses from earlier years, rendering them an even more flawed measure for analysis in the U.S.

Domestically, researchers have created indexes to compare changes in regulations since a point in time, and particularly, how regulatory burdens change with shocks to the system. For example, Simkovic and Zhang (2019) estimate the share of an industry’s annual
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labor spending on regulation-related tasks to develop an index to monitor how businesses respond to regulation.\textsuperscript{59} The authors claim that their measure is more nuanced than the crude measures described above, since it does not rely on counts in the federal register or government enforcement budgets. The primary downfall is that the index can only be applied to a designated area of regulation rather than the system as a whole.

\textit{Econometric studies of the economic impact}

Econometric methods can be used to compare a measure that proxies for the quantity of regulation with economic indicators to determine if any causal links exist. For example, a proxy could be the number of restriction words (such as "must" and "shall"), or the number of pages in the Federal Register. Examples of economic indicators include firm entry and exit, job growth, and output. Researchers at the Mercatus Center conducted such a study in 2016. The researchers use machine learning to estimate the quantity of restriction words in the Federal Register, which they then assign to agencies and industry codes. They found that had the level of regulatory burden remained constant at 1980 levels, the economy would have been approximately 25 percent larger by 2012.\textsuperscript{60} Another example of a top-down study is the Crain and Crain report, which estimated the total cost of regulation to be 12 percent of GDP in 2014 ($2.03 trillion). Both of these reports have been criticized for faulty methodological techniques because the proxy measures they use to measure regulation do not adequately correlate with real-world regulatory burdens.\textsuperscript{61} For instance, the use of the number of restriction words requires the assumption that the growth of the use of these words correlates with the growth of regulatory burdens. However, it is quite feasible that number of restriction words in the federal register could increase as deregulatory actions are promulgated. Similarly, an increase in the number of pages in the federal register could reflect an increase in deregulatory rulemaking. As such, there are few, if any, studies in peer reviewed journals that take this approach and the results of such studies should be viewed with caution.

\textit{CEA approach in ERPs}

CEA has attempted to give shape to estimates of the increasing costs of regulation through a multitude of approaches in its 2018 through 2020 Economic Reports of the President (ERP) and other miscellaneous reports.\textsuperscript{62} All of these differ from the rigorous and transparent analysis overseen by OMB.

In their 2018 ERP, CEA references a study that uses the OECD international index of regulation, which estimates that a “standard” decline in a country’s index rating increases its GDP per capita by 1.02 percent over a decade.\textsuperscript{63} Extrapolating to the United States, CEA estimates that if the U.S. were to become the most regulatory friendly country in the world (which was Netherlands in the OECD index), U.S. real GDP would be 2.2 percent higher over 10 years and if they increased their index ranking by what a “standard” OECD regulatory reform package would do, real GDP would be 1 percent higher over a decade.\textsuperscript{64} The report does not clearly articulate what a “standard” regulatory reform package would include.

\textsuperscript{59} Simkovic and Zhang, “Measuring Regulation: A Labor Task-Based Approach.”
\textsuperscript{60} Coffey, McLaughlin, and Peretto, “The Cumulative Cost of Regulations.”
\textsuperscript{61} Parker, “Hyping the Cost of Regulation.”
\textsuperscript{62} CEA’s 2020 Economic Report of the President repeats the claims made in earlier ERPs and independent reports, so the analysis is not recounted in this section.
\textsuperscript{63} Gal and Égert, “The Quantification of Structural Reforms in OECD Countries.”
\textsuperscript{64} Council of Economic Advisers, “Economic Report of the President; Chapter 2: Deregulation That Frees the Economy.” Êgert and Gal (2016) define a standard reform package as “the average of all beneficial two-year policy changes that were observed over two consecutive years in the sample.” They do not provide further detail on the composition of such reforms.
CEA’s 2019 ERP builds on historical bottom-up studies of the impacts of social regulation as estimated by OMB. CEA adds the costs of new regulatory actions since 2000 to find that total costs were $421 billion in 2018. To be fair, the authors note that simply calculating the sum of regulatory costs is not sufficient to capture the full burden of regulation. Rather, they argue that the cumulative effects of regulation are transmitted throughout markets due to its effect on capital and labor, which results in deadweight loss (similar to public finance). They use case studies of specific Trump Administration deregulatory actions to illustrate their framework, as described later in this section.

Analysis

None of the methods described above to estimate cumulative burden are perfect. The fact that there exists such a range indicates, however, that the endeavor to measure the burden of regulation could provide valuable insight for policymakers. The number of pages in the Federal Register serves as an easily understood benchmark to use when engaging with the public on the issue. However, when attempting to assess causal relationships, it may not be the most suitable proxy for the burden of regulation. Similarly, analysis into OIRA and executive agency actions provides insight into the workings of bureaucracy, but still doesn't answer the fundamental question. OMB reports on the annual benefits and costs of regulation similarly provide useful insight into agency actions, but more work needs to be done to evaluate how they serve as indicators of overall regulatory activity.

Due to these fundamental flaws in established indicators of regulatory burden, it is difficult to find an appropriate measure to include in empirical analysis. Cross-country indicators rely on surveys with business leaders. It is also unclear to what extent one can exploit differences in regulatory regimes across countries to estimate the impact of domestic changes. The newly created RegData dataset by Mercatus provides a step in the right direction by parsing the actual content of regulations. Several studies use this data in attempts to estimate cumulative burden, though questions still remain about researchers’ ability to infer causality.

Despite the above methodological difficulties, all of the evidence cited supports the general notion that the buildup of regulation exerts some degree of negative impact on economic growth and may also distort business behavior. This statement alone motivates actions to increase social wellbeing by reducing regulatory burdens.

CEA Deregulation Report

A 2019 CEA report attempts to estimate the economy-wide impact of President Trump’s deregulatory agenda, presenting an alternative method of estimating the overall burden of regulation. The authors evaluated the economic impact that a sample of 20 deregulatory actions had on the broader economy, including estimates of the distortions from taxes, impacts on labor supply and capital, and competition. They measure impacts on cost savings, net benefits and real income, with the assumption that the rules estimated are representative of the administration’s deregulatory agenda as a whole. The report does not

67 Net costs are defined as the aggregate of the costs and benefits of a regulation across the economy. In theory, this should be equal to the net benefits of overturning the regulation. “Cost savings” from overturning a regulation are the costs imposed on those who were harmed from the regulation. Real income subtracts from
mention the foregone benefits that the deregulatory actions spurred (removal of actions such as protections that generated benefits to the environment).

In all, CEA reports that President Trump’s deregulatory actions will raise real household incomes by $3,100 per year after 5-10 years ($380 billion in total). In addition, the report estimates how the size of the economy would be impacted if the rate of regulatory action were to freeze at current levels. That is, they assert that a regulatory freeze would allow incomes to grow at a greater rate compared to a counterfactual where income growth is bogged down by regulatory burdens. They estimate that the annual cost of regulatory actions in 2001-2016 was .16 percent of real income per year, meaning that if regulations were frozen at 2016 levels, incomes would be .8 percent higher in 2021. Adding Trump’s deregulatory actions, they estimate that the economy will grow even more. It must be emphasized that the trends outlined in the report make no attempt to control for key economic drivers, such as changes in legislation, that would certainly have contributed to this trend. For example, the Bush administration promulgated a significant amount of regulatory activity after the reorganization of the Department of Homeland Security and the Obama administration published a flurry or regulation after the enactment of the Affordable Care Act. In contrast, the Trump administration has not enacted any meaningful new legislation that would require regulatory implementation. CEA’s estimates therefore likely overstate the economic effects of Trump’s deregulatory agenda.

Within the report, CEA claims that the largest annual savings to real incomes come from changes to consumer broadband privacy and other internet regulations, FDA and HHS modernization efforts, and the reduction of the ACA individual mandate penalty to zero. This presents a large disconnect OMB’s annual reports to Congress, where almost three quarters of the costs of government regulations are borne by EPA and EPA/DOT joint rules. This raises questions about why CEA does not present cost savings in these areas.

An in-depth analysis of the tools used by CEA reveal useful insights into potential approaches (and hazards) for future analyses of the cumulative burden of regulation. However, as the following section will expand upon, methodological concerns and issues about assumptions underlying the estimates, as well as the transparency of results preclude replication and application of these exact methods to other evaluations.

**Governance issues**

The first concern is that CEA’s real income estimates are magnitudes greater than agency estimates that are subject to OMB-coordinated interagency review, when estimates of the costs of such regulations exist. Of the 20 deregulatory actions highlighted in the report, only four were estimated to have economically significant costs under traditional cost-benefit analysis. Others are from independent agencies that are not governed by traditional regulatory review processes. Several others were either deemed to not be economically significant or did not include quantitative costs in official rulemaking documents. This is particularly telling since OMB’s process is internationally regarded as a model for cost-benefit analysis. OIRA’s estimates of the net costs of major regulations undergo a transparent process that is outlined by law and official guidance and is subject to public input during comment periods. Table 2.1 compares CEA estimates of the impact of rules to OMB estimates where such data is available.

GDP depreciation and the effects of trade on the purchasing power of US residents, as well as the costs of labor, capital and environmental costs.

### Table 2.1. Comparison of CEA and OMB Cost Estimates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>RIN</th>
<th>CEA Estimate</th>
<th>OMB Estimate(^69)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stream Protection Rule</td>
<td>1029-AC63</td>
<td>$2 billion</td>
<td>&lt; $100 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure of payments by Resource Extraction Issuers</td>
<td>3235-AL53</td>
<td>$3 billion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definition of “Employer” Under Section 3(5) of ERISA</td>
<td>1210-AB85</td>
<td>$17 billion</td>
<td>Qualitative discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arbitration Agreements</td>
<td>3170-AA51</td>
<td>$1 billion</td>
<td>$180 million upper bound on attorney fees identified by CFPB and quoted in GAO review of benefit-cost analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-Month Extension of Transition Period and Delay of Applicability Dates (Fiduciary Rule)</td>
<td>1210-ZA27</td>
<td>$5 billion</td>
<td>$144-$291 million with 7% discount rate or $65-$252 billion with 3% rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savings Arrangements Established by States for Non-Governmental Employees &amp; Qualified State Political Subdivisions for Non-Governmental Employees</td>
<td>1210-AB76</td>
<td>$13 billion</td>
<td>&lt; $100 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rescission of Rule Interpreting “Advice” Exemption in Section 203(c) of the LMRDA</td>
<td>1245-AA07</td>
<td>$15 billion</td>
<td>$93 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protecting the Privacy of Customers of Broadband and Other Telecommunications Services</td>
<td>16-148</td>
<td>$22 billion</td>
<td>&lt; $100 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CEA is not transparent in their methods. It was impossible to replicate CEA’s results with solely the information provided in the report, though two attempts are outlined below. They do not make public the underlying formulas that they used. In addition, CEA estimates that certain deregulations will have a major economic effect despite the initial regulations not being in place long enough to generate economic effects or not yet taking effect at all.

Beyond these specific rule changes, CEA goes a step further by adding in the effects from two non-regulatory provisions: (1) the reduction of the ACA’s individual mandate penalty to zero, which was enacted as part of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, and, (2) the Economic Growth, Regulatory Relief, and Consumer Protection Act, which removes some banking

\(^{69}\) All OMB cost estimates are contained within Federal Register entries for the RIN listed in the second column.
restrictions that were imposed after the 2008 financial crisis. While these actions are certain to have economic impacts, it is misleading for the Administration to include them in a report about regulatory reform since they are not pure regulatory changes. Doing so inflates the cost estimates of regulatory actions.

Analytical issues

Case studies of particular rules that were examined provide the best illustration of what exactly is missing from CEA’s estimates, providing a set of best practices for future analysis. The case studies below were chosen because they represent unique areas of the economy and because the CEA report was generous in including information on their impacts. Other rules, such as the Stream Protection Rule (81 FR 93066), were stated to have real income effects of billions of dollars but readers are not provided with any supporting evidence. It is therefore logical to conclude that CEA relied on similarly flawed methods.

Case study 1: broadband industry

Prior to 2016, internet service providers (ISPs) could use and sell consumer data by default unless consumers actively opted out of doing so. By selling their data, ISPs could, in theory, lower subscription fees. In 2016, the FCC reversed this practice by finalizing a rule that would require consumers to opt-in to data sharing. In 2017, President Trump signed a resolution of disapproval under the Congressional Review Act to overturn the rule. CEA claims that the 2016 opt-in rule decreased the price of both wired and wireless internet by about $40 per subscriber over the life of a household’s subscription. Of fundamental importance to this estimate is the assumption that subscriber fees fell due to the repeal of the rule. However, multiple sources at the time assert instead that the steep drop in prices was due to a price war between T-Mobile and Verizon, not the regulatory change. There was also no increase in subscriber fees in anticipation of or after promulgation of the rule. This alone renders CEA’s claim regarding the economic impact of this deregulation to be false.

However, if we were to take CEA’s assumption as given and evaluate their methodology on a purely academic basis, problems still remain. CEA estimates that on an aggregate basis, the rule would generate net savings of $11 billion per year, plus additional annual net benefits to the economy of $5 billion and additional net incomes of $11 billion. Beyond these headline numbers, it is hard to understand how exactly CEA reached their $22 billion summary figure. The report lays out industry statistics but gives no insight into how exactly they use that data. Based on what was provided, a rough process could be estimated. Table 2.2 shows the information provided by CEA, the steps in their analytical process that were inferred from the information, and what is missing from the analysis.
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Table 2.2. Analysis of Broadband Industry Deregulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>CEA Assumptions</th>
<th>What’s missing</th>
<th>Independent Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimate the per-unit drop in broadband costs due to the regulation and how much of that is passed through to consumers</td>
<td>A 2003 study of an opt-in program for collecting personal information from credit card issuers estimated a per customer cost of $37.(^{74}) Applied to wired and wireless internet, this would comprise about 4 percent of the retail price of wireless contracts and 1 percent of the wired contract retail price.</td>
<td>What are baseline broadband contract prices?</td>
<td>AT&amp;T gave consumers a $30/month discount if they allowed access to their data.(^{75}) A 2010 study of the cost of data collection for hospital immunization records found that it cost $2 per child per year for opt-in policy compared to $0.29 for an opt-out policy.(^{76}) The cost of data for advertising purposes is about $0.005 per profile.(^{77})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Goolsbee (2006) estimates that costs in the broadband industry are passed through to retail prices at a 60% rate.(^{78}) Therefore, retail price effects are 6.5 and 1.6 percent for wireless and wired contracts.</td>
<td>What is the original retail price and how were these price effects calculated?</td>
<td>In 2014, the median broadband plan cost between $35 and $70, depending on broadband speed.(^{79})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimate how much those price effects impact revenue, on a per-unit and then aggregate basis</td>
<td>In aggregate, overturning the opt-in rule will create a net savings of $11 billion per year, including a $1.5 billion annual subtraction for the cost of consumers providing personal data and an addition for producer surplus.</td>
<td>How many people are in the aggregate?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>How was the $1.5 billion figure calculated?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>How is producer surplus defined and calculated?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Broadband industry revenue would be $202 billion/year under the rule. | What year and what is the source of the revenue estimate? | BLS estimates that in 2017, total broadband industry revenue was $96.1 billion for wireless internet and $88.7 billion for wired for a total of $184.8 billion.  

| Increase in aggregate supplies of capital and labor and increased competition in data markets creating additional net benefits of $5 billion and additional real income of $11 billion. | Where does the real income figure come from? How is it calculated? | Marginal cost of public funds = .5  

| Marginal cost of public funds = .5 | Other places in the report describe it as .48. Which is used? |

Taking CEA at face value on the cause of the decline in subscriber fees, problems still remain. As the “what’s missing” column indicates, questions remain about the sources of many of the estimates, and how numbers were calculated. Attempts to find data independently to replicate the results (shown in the “independent estimate” column) conflicts with that which CEA provides. There is no information on how real income effects are calculated beyond the statement that they exist. The sheer magnitude of the gaps in CEA’s analysis render their results untrustworthy.

**Case study 2: savings plans created by states for non-governmental employees**

A 2015 Department of Labor regulation (81 FR 92639) cleared the way for states to require private employers to use payroll deductions for investment in state-managed IRAs for non-governmental employees to expand access to retirement savings accounts. The Trump administration overturned this rule via the Congressional Review Act with the explanation that the administrative and compliance costs associated with the plans reduce potential employee compensation. While OMB found that the 2015 rule would not be economically significant, CEA estimated that overturning the rule would have a $13 billion effect on real income.

CEA oversimplifies the potential impact of repealing the IRA rule, resulting in an inflated cost estimate. They use an analysis framework similar to that used to evaluate the impact of setting the ACA’s individual mandate penalty to zero. Figure 2.2 replicates that framework for the IRA deregulatory action, with approximations for the change in net social benefits on the left side left unknown as the exact figures are not provided.
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CEA’s framework assumes that a greater than socially optimal number of employees are enrolled in state-sponsored IRA accounts, resulting in a net negative benefit to society (the portion of the blue line below zero). They then assume that by overturning the rule, fewer people will be forced to enroll in the plans, which makes society better off by removing costs on the employer and employee side from fines and taxes (ignore, for now, the notion that lowering access to savings vehicles makes society better off). This results in a leftward movement along the blue line. Using this geometry, they then estimate the societal impact of those costs through deadweight loss and real income effects, illustrated by the shaded area A.

Looking at the specific data that was used (Table 2.3), CEA makes the following assumptions, leaving out crucial details:

**Table 2.3. Analysis of IRA Deregulation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CEA Assumption</th>
<th>What’s missing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The rule will affect 10 million workers, with an average annual IRA contribution of $1,571.</td>
<td>The $1,571 figure was based on a pilot study in Illinois with 196 employees. It is unclear whether this can be applied to 10 million workers across the country.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each $1,571 deposit into the IRA is a transfer from Treasury to workers of $526.</td>
<td>Where does $526 come from? It represents about 1/3 of the total amount of the deposit, so is it meant to approximate the tax benefit?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Following Harbinger (1964), the aggregate of employer and employee costs is $6.5 billion.</td>
<td>Why is CEA accounting for transfers? These are not typically included in cost-benefit analyses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With the deadweight cost of taxes, this adds up to $10 billion per year.</td>
<td>Divided by the 10 million employees (see above), this comes out to $650 per person. However, none of the figures previously mentioned equal this amount on a per-employee basis. How was the $6.5 billion calculated?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In total, annual real income loss is $13 billion.</td>
<td>How was the implied $3.5 billion in deadweight cost of taxes calculated?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Therefore, in addition to using a faulty logical premise about private employee wellbeing from state-sponsored retirement plans, CEA makes economic assumptions that are not supported by evidence or detailed with clear explanations. Furthermore, they apply a theoretical model based on geometric equations to make real world assumptions.

**Broader analytical concerns**

Two other major issues throughout the report also generate concerns regarding the legitimacy of CEA’s estimates. The first issue is how CEA defines and calculates real income. CEA estimates changes in real income as an indicator of the economic impacts of regulation. They state that real income is: “similar to GDP, except that real income subtracts depreciation and reflects the effects of international terms of trade on the purchasing power of U.S. residents, which is an important result of one of the larger deregulatory actions.” Beyond this descriptor, however, there is no explanation of how this figure was calculated. The report cites recent ERPs and reports as a source, but inspections of these documents reveals identical language to the above, as well as more citations to the same reports. This is an issue because the public has no indication of how to compare these costs to other economic estimates.

The second issue is the size of the estimate of the marginal cost of public funds. CEA estimates that the marginal excess burden imposed by regulation is .48, implying that regulation has a large impact on the economy (via capital and labor effects) outside of that specific rule change. While it is important to account for these impacts, CEA’s estimate is on the high end, making their topline estimates seem much larger than they actually are. Circular A-94, which provides guidelines and for discount rates for use in benefit-cost analysis, uses a value of .25.

**What went wrong**

To summarize, the case studies above shed light on significant methodological challenges, including:

- The assumption, without supporting evidence, that the Trump administration’s deregulatory actions caused the economic impacts that were highlighted.
- A lack of citations for data that is fundamental to the calculation of economic impacts (such as industry revenues).
- Jumping through mathematical processes without explanation, such as going from individual level statistics to aggregates.
- Rounding of numbers in the report such that the intermediary numbers do not add up to topline estimates.
- Circular citations between multiple CEA reports without providing documentation of processes in any of them.

**Takeaways**

CEA’s actions present several lessons as policymakers seek ways to estimate the cumulative burden of regulation. First, transparency in methodology is key. CEA used a unique approach to measure the impacts of regulation beyond traditionally understood methods. However, their incomplete explanations of how they achieved their results makes it hard to accept their underlying conclusions, even if they are correct. If the goal of the report is readability for the general public, then an expanded appendix should be made available so that academic audiences can learn from the report. Similarly, it is important to provide ample
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citations for statistics and to avoid circular citation patterns. CEA was correct to conduct sensitivity analysis, though more was needed.

Next, CEA should follow OMB’s lead in seeking public input because it adds validity to estimates and may even improve processes. CEA should also follow OMB’s guidance on the importance of peer review when conducting scientific work in order to increase the quality and credibility of the information that is used to make policy decisions. CEA should also follow OMB’s guidance on the importance of peer review when conducting scientific work in order to increase the quality and credibility of the information that is used to make policy decisions. Data should be made publicly available and outside researchers should be able to replicate the results.

**Best Practices for Cumulative Burden Estimation**

*Tax interaction effect*

Studies of tax interaction effects show that the welfare costs of adding a new tax when analyzed in conjunction with other existing taxes exceeds that of the new tax analyzed in isolation. This same principle can be applied to regulation. The addition of a new regulation on top of existing ones can create adverse incentives, increase compliance costs, and eventually lead to high barriers to entry in the regulated industry. Figure 2.3 shows how the addition of a regulation can generate costs beyond the cost of the regulation itself. The addition of a new regulation ($S_2$) on top of the initial regulated state ($S_1$) increases the size of the shaded area.

Determining the exact size of this gap is less straightforward as the magnitude of the marginal excess burden is likely to vary based on the type of regulation, just as the size of the burden varies based on the type of tax.

As mentioned above, CEA estimates that regulations have a large tax interaction effect (48 percent) while OMB, in official regulatory guidance, suggests a value that is half that size (25 percent). In a review of the related literature, Saez et al. state that the most convincing estimates of the elasticity of taxable income range from .12 to .4, implying a marginal excess burden per dollar of tax revenue raised of $0.195 for a universal tax increase and $0.339 for a tax increase for the top 1 percent of the income distribution. Other developed nations use marginal excess burden estimates around 40 percent. On the high end, Feldstein estimates that the excess burden could be up to 76 percent of income tax revenue collected.
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analysis of the cumulative burden of regulation must be clear in explaining which value they choose and must present a sensitivity analysis to detail how their estimates would change if different assumptions are used.

**Sunk Costs**

Once a regulation is put in effect, firms incur costs to comply with the new requirements. These costs are not accounted as part of deregulatory actions under E.O. 13771. While it may be impossible to fully quantify, analyses should acknowledge their existence when estimating the burden that regulations impose. At the same time, it may be possible to identify and exclude sunk costs for rules with substantive regulatory impact analyses.

**Transparency and Good Governance**

The CEA report demonstrates the importance of transparency when presenting research to the public. Because the intermediary numbers they include to explain their logic do not add up to topline figures, it is impossible to replicate their work and verify it. Any report that attempts to estimate the impact of the cumulative burden of regulation must clearly state assumptions, data sources and methods. The report should then be reviewed by other experts in the field before publication, similar to the process for peer-reviewed publications.

**Recommendations and Conclusion**

The analysis of the cumulative burden of regulation is an interesting research question that can inform rulemaking. However, executive agencies should not be responsible for conducting the analysis because their jurisdiction is limited to the topics covered by their agency mandate. In a resource-constrained world, OIRA has more pressing priorities and should devote its time to fulfilling its current mandate and expanding upon retrospective review.

Due to the complexity of this question, Congress should fund a National Academies panel to estimate the cumulative burden of regulation. The National Academies of Science (NAS) is a non-partisan, non-profit society of scholars. Once they are asked to complete a report, NAS works with the sponsors of the request to define the research question, select a committee of experts and conduct the research. NAS works to ensure that the members of the committee are experts in the field, have diverse perspectives and have no conflicts of interest. After the report is completed, it should be made publicly available and be updated periodically.

Specific research questions the panel should investigate include: What is the cumulative impact of regulation on the economy? What is an appropriate baseline to use? How large is the tax interaction effect for regulation?
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SECTION 3: INDEPENDENT AGENCIES

Background

There currently exist 19 major independent regulatory agencies, such as the Securities and Exchange Commission and the Interstate Commerce Commission, whose rules are not subject to the traditional regulatory review process despite playing a large role in the economy. The agencies themselves are defined in the Paperwork Reduction Act. They are generally united by the fact that they are structured to be insulated from political tailwinds. Independent agencies collectively issue thousands of regulations, yet less than half of their major rules provide any information on costs and benefits. These agencies are exempt from E.O. 12866 and the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act. They are required however, to submit their rules to Congress (via the GAO) under the Congressional Review Act. This seeming omission has generated calls for independent agencies to be included in the normal regulatory process.

Independent Agencies and Retrospective Review Issues

Despite not being included in the traditional process, some independent agencies still review their regulations on a prospective or retrospective basis, either voluntarily or due to other statutory requirements. For example, CFTC and OIRA entered into a memorandum of understanding (MOU) in 2012 for OIRA to provide technical assistance to CFTC in considering the costs and benefits of Dodd-Frank Regulations and to assist with the implementation of best practices. An analysis of CFTC practices before and after the implementation of the MOU found that the share of rules using quantitative analysis increased substantially, revealing positive results from the effort.

With regard to ex-post review, CFPB is a leader. Under Dodd-Frank, CFPB is required to review the effectiveness of each significant rule within five years of its effective date. Several other financial regulators are also required to review regulations at least once a decade under the 1996 Economic Growth and Regulatory Paperwork Reduction Act. The FTC maintains a schedule to ensure that rules are reviewed every decade (it is accelerated if changes in economic conditions precipitate earlier review). The Federal Reserve reviews its rules at least once every five years. Furthermore, after President Obama signed E.O. 13579, the OIRA Administrator sent a memo to independent agencies providing voluntary guidance on how they could conduct retrospective reviews. The following year, 21 independent agencies published plans to do so, though most simply iterated on processes that they have had in place for years, such as continuing to consult with the public.
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Arguments for and Against Inclusion in Traditional Regulatory Process

One major reason for independent agency exemption from traditional regulatory analysis is that many of the rules these agencies promulgate do not easily lend themselves to monetization or quantification. And, since these agencies were founded on the principle of being independent of the President, a deeper integration into the executive regulatory process could undermine original intent. Opponents also argue that adding 19 additional agencies to OIRA’s portfolio would create too high of a burden and would require additional resources.

On the other hand, supporters of the change argue that many independent agency regulatory activities are actually quite similar to executive agencies and they should therefore be subject to the same oversight. In addition, since the mandates of independent and executive agencies overlap, giving OIRA the ability to conduct a comprehensive review of the regulatory landscape could serve the public interest. The Administrative Conference of the United States, the American Bar Association, former senior officials from independent agencies, and former OIRA administrators have all expressed support for including independent agencies in the traditional review process. Senator Rob Portman introduced legislation in Congress to do the same.

Recommendations

Independent regulatory agencies should be included in the normal regulatory review process, as outlined by the Institute for Policy Integrity. Because these agencies are functionally similar to executive agencies, it makes logical sense for them to be reviewed in the same way. OIRA’s role at the helm of the regulatory process uniquely situates it to ease the transition by providing guidance on best practices to independent agencies, and ultimately to coordinate regulation across agencies. Furthermore, these agencies already work with OIRA to submit information collection requests, so lines of communication are already set. This reform can be implemented through executive order.
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SECTION 4: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This report analyzed ways to evaluate the impact of federal regulations, considering retrospective reviews, the cumulative burden of regulation, and the incorporation of independent agencies into the traditional rulemaking process. Key takeaways and recommendations emerge: evidence suggests that the cumulative burden of regulation is large, costly and increasing, but there is not yet a widely agreed upon method of estimating the true cost. Congress should fund a National Academies panel to investigate the question. OIRA’s role as an aggregator of regulatory knowledge should be expanded to lead in creating a culture of retrospective review. OIRA should publish guidance on how to conduct such review, including standards to incorporate such plans as rules are written and should promote public involvement in the process. Review of rules promulgated by independent agencies, both ex-post and ex-ante, should be included in traditional processes. Above all, OIRA should work with its agency contacts to promote a culture of review to realign incentives towards maintaining a flexible, growth-friendly regulatory state.
APPENDIX 1: SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Cumulative Burden

- Congress funds a National Academies panel to empirically evaluate the question, heeding the following best practices:
  - Transparency
  - Sufficient citations and explanations of assumptions
  - Sensitivity analysis

Independent Agencies

- Include significant rules in the traditional review process.
APPENDIX 2: INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCES WITH REGULATORY BUDGETS

The United States is not alone in its desire to review the impacts of its regulations. EU member states, the UK and Canada have attempted similar programs, to varying degrees of success. The EU as a governing entity is considering a similar policy as well. This section will explore the process by which both of these countries came to adopt statutory regulatory budgeting practices, similar to that which was enacted by President Trump.

Canada

The premise of Canada’s commitment to reducing regulatory burdens takes root in the province of British Columbia’s 2001 commitment to reduce its regulatory burden by one third in three years by requiring that ministries establish a baseline inventory of regulatory requirements and then requiring that any new regulatory requirement be accompanied by an elimination of at least two others. After surpassing this goal, the required reduction has been increased several times. As a result, regulatory requirements, actions that entities must undertake to meet their regulatory responsibilities, have been reduced by 49 percent compared to the 2001 baseline prior to the rule change.

In 2012, Canada’s parliament took a similar approach through its Red Tape Reduction Action Plan. It consists of a one for one rule that requires that new administrative burden costs be offset by equal cost reductions elsewhere. A similar rule applies for each new regulation that is enacted. Administrative burden costs are a measure of how much time and money businesses spend on compliance. Since implementation in 2012-13, the program has resulted in a $24.33 million net reduction in administrative burden.

UK

The U.K. implemented a one-in-one-out regulatory plan in 2011 in which departments must find the net cost to business of complying with a regulation, validate that cost with a Regulatory Policy Committee and offset the measure with another deregulatory action. By 2016, the government increased the ratio to one in, three out.

An important distinction is that the UK’s system involves reducing regulatory costs, and not necessarily the regulations themselves in an effort to reduce direct costs on businesses. Such costs include compliance and enforcement costs, and administrative burdens. Examples include paperwork costs and the costs of modifying equipment and staff to comply with regulations. These are offset by direct benefits. This distinction has led to what supporters call a more holistic approach to reducing regulatory burdens by incentivizing regulators to implement new procedures to expand the use of technology and simplify regulations (by, for example, decreasing the amount of data that needs to be collected). They
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state that these changes were “powerful - because they reduce costs for businesses while maintaining protections.”

On the other hand, critics dispute the effectiveness of the program as a whole because a bulk of costs arising from regulations were not included in the analysis and little has been done to evaluate the impacts of the changes on the regulatory system. Enthusiasm for the one in three out initiative has declined over time and is now used as a secondary policy tool to work towards other broader regulatory reform initiatives.

Lessons

Several lessons emerge from the UK experience. The list below is adapted from written testimony submitted by Jitinder Kohli, the Chief Executive of the U.K.’s Better Regulation Executive, which oversaw the reforms described above.

1. Focus on the cost of regulations. The counting of regulations does not lend much tangible value to businesses as they strive to reduce their compliance costs. Instead, one-in-one-out policies should strive to reduce paperwork costs and other factors that directly influence businesses.

2. It is possible to reduce regulatory costs while still protecting the public. The UK focused on how they regulate rather than what by attempting to streamline and automate processes. In striving to make the regulatory process better, officials were able to create a unique coalition of unions and business.

3. Focus on small businesses. Changes that affected small businesses had a much greater marginal effect.

4. Importance of culture change. Government regulators tend to focus solely on dealing with regulatory issues as they arise, as they are mandated to do. They have little scope to evaluate as a whole the regulations that already exist. To promote this culture change, UK agencies worked with businesses and regulators on the ground to understand the difficulties they faced.

The UK experience suggests that instead of focusing on the number of regulations being cut and pairing that with cost caps, the Trump administration could narrow its approach to just reducing administrative costs. This could fit into a regulatory landscape that aims to promote growth. The downside is that a focus on only administrative costs places focus on a small fraction of total costs. Therefore, this strategy is not recommended.
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APPENDIX 3: SAMPLE OMB GUIDANCE FOR RETROSPECTIVE REVIEW

This Appendix outlines the structure of an official OMB guidance for retrospective review. While in outline format, much of the content about best practices for conducting such reviews can be found in Section 1 of the report.

Introduction

This section includes language explaining the importance of retrospective review, the purpose of this guidance and its goals.

The introduction should also include an allowance for agency discretion in how to evaluate their rules, guidance on which rules should be prioritized and how frequently, guidance for where the evaluations should be published (including data availability) and guidance for how the public can comment on reviews.

Key Elements of a Retrospective Review

- Language in the preamble of major rules should include a framework for review of rules at a later date. Items included in the framework should include:
  - Statement of the expected outcome of the rule and how it will be evaluated
  - Timeline for data collection and review
  - Data requirements for effective review
  - Standards to evaluate the success of the rule
  - Statement assigning oversight of the review

- Identification of the analytic methods that will be used. This can include an empirical study, how the rule was selected for analysis, and whether feedback from stakeholders will be sought.

- Evaluation of the impact of the rule

- Statement about what will be done with the results, including whether and how the rule will be modified after the analysis is completed.

Preparing a Retrospective Review

The process for completing a retrospective review should mirror that of an RIA. Key components are detailed below:

1. Describe the need for the review

Explanation of what the rule is, who it affects, and provide a summary of previously estimated costs and benefits. This should also include a summary of the quantity and content of public comments received about the rule.
2. Define the metrics being used in the review

This should include examples of indicators that can be used and ways to estimate thresholds or cutoffs to determine the success of the regulation.

3. Explain the steps used to ensure high quality data and sound methodological techniques, including the use of any experimental designs.

This should include best practices for data collection and any necessary reporting associated with it, an outline of potential methodological techniques and how the data can be included in such processes.

4. Evaluate the time horizon of analysis

Statement of the initial time horizon that was laid out, how long has this rule been in effect, whether there were any modifications to the rule since enactment, and anything else related to the timeline.

5. Quantify and monetize benefits, costs and potential savings from the rule

When possible, econometric analysis should be undertaken to establish some degree of causality. This could also include a distributional analysis, which could consider the health or economic effects that accrue to disadvantaged groups, changes in business structures resulting from the rule and any transfer payments (such as changes in taxes paid or provision of goods or services by the government to businesses or individuals).

6. Evaluate non-quantified and non-monetized impacts of the rule

Some impacts cannot be easily quantified or monetized, despite their importance. These should still be systematically analyzed, by for example, explaining whether trends resulting from the rule are positive or negative. Externalities, positive or negative, resulting from the rule could also be considered.

7. Explain any remaining uncertainties in the rule and its analysis

For example, do parts of the rule still need to be implemented? Were there data limitations that prevented comprehensive analysis? To what degree of certainty are estimates presented?

8. Draw conclusions about the impact of the rule

After undertaking the analysis, agencies should suggest whether the rule needs to be amended or repealed or should remain as it is currently written.

**Summarizing Analysis**

The retrospective review should also include an executive summary with high level details about what the rule being evaluated was, metrics for success, how the review was conducted, results, and potential actions to be taken due to the analysis.
## APPENDIX 4: AGENCY DESCRIPTIONS OF WHICH RULES TO PRIORITIZE FOR REVIEW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Executive Agencies</th>
<th>Factors for Prioritization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Department of Agriculture** | * Continued need for regulation  
* Nature of comments or petitions received from the public  
* Complexity  
* The extent to which the regulation overlaps or conflicts with other regulations  
* The length of time since the regulation has been evaluated or the degree to which technology, economic conditions, or other factors have changed in the areas affected by the regulation  
* The extent to which there is opportunity to reduce burdens while still achieving statutory objectives and requirements |
| **Department of Commerce** | Divided by agency, but combined for this list:  
* Number of affected entities  
* Costs, benefits and the cost/benefit ratio  
* Level of risk the regulation addresses  
* Availability of new data or information:  
* Existence of duplicative regulations, creation of other/newer statutes or regulations  
* Significant changes in technology, cost, or best practices  
* The continued need for the regulation:  
* The types of complaints or comments received concerning the regulation from the public (public comments, town hall meetings, discussions with stakeholders)  
* The complexity of the regulation  
* The length of time since the regulation has been evaluated |
| **Department of Defense** | * Discretionary approach in selection determined by the functional programs issuing regulations  
* Identify rules that are obsolete, unnecessary, unjustified, excessively burdensome, or counterproductive  
* Regulations that warrant strengthening, complementing, or modernizing |
| **Department of Education** | * Are the regulations achieving their intended outcomes?  
* Have changes in the economy or other external factors had an impact on the regulations’ effectiveness, led to a change in benefits for the intended beneficiaries of the regulations, or led to a change in costs?  
* Are the regulations outmoded, unnecessary, or out of date?  
* Has Congress amended the authorizing statute such that prompt review is necessary?  
* Does ED anticipate reauthorization of the authorizing statute in the near term such that prompt review of existing regulations would likely be disrupted or not lead to regulatory revisions that could be implemented before reauthorization?  
* Have regulated parties expressed confusion about the regulations or requested changes?  
* Can the regulations be understood and implemented without extensive legal interpretation, non-regulatory guidance, or technical assistance?  
* What do relevant data show about the effectiveness and benefits of the regulations in comparison to their costs?  
* What resources in terms of time, staff, finances, and technology will be needed to review and possibly amend the regulations?  
* If the regulations relate to a formula or discretionary grant program, are they sufficient to administer the program?  
* Have issues with the regulations been identified in Office of Inspector General (or other) audits or GAO studies? |
| **Department of Energy** | * Economically or otherwise significant rulemakings with the potential to result in significant energy and economic savings  
* Potential to improve the analyses underlying standards rulemaking  
* Improve procedures that regulated entities must follow to carry on important economic activities. |
| **Department of Health and Human Services** | * Taking inventory, creating a list for the first round and then a list of potentially outdated regulations  
* Use existing information and input from meetings with stakeholders and the public  
* The priority was first, to identify regulations that agencies could easily modify, streamline, or rescind to address regulatory burdens or inefficiencies, and second, to identify regulations that may be ripe for review because of changes in circumstance.  
* These proposed candidates for review are then divided into categories according to regulations that:  
* Require updating in recognition of changing technology  
* May be revised to reduce the reporting and recordkeeping burdens  
* Can be cleaned up to eliminate outdated provisions  
* Can be modified to increase flexibility and reduce burdens on states |
| **Department of Homeland Security** | Rule selection  
* Primary factor: public feedback  
* Secondary factors: experience of program officials, feedback from the field, enforcement challenges, advisory councils, reports of oversight entities, accident/incident data, changed circumstances.  
* Rule prioritization  
* Primary factor: net benefits  
* Secondary factors: significance designation of rule, RFA review, duplication and harmonization, ability to amend without statutory change, previous revision, resources |
| **Department of Housing and Urban Development** | * Identified by the public  
* widely-used regulations  
* Complexity and scope of regulations  
* Need for regulatory waivers |
### Department of Interior

- Is obsolete due to changes in the law or practice
- Duplicates or conflicts with other rules
- Has not been reviewed in 10 years
- Is considered burdensome or unnecessarily restrictive based upon public or internal comments

### Department of Justice

- Could result in greater net benefits to the public if modified
- Could be replaced by other, less burdensome regulatory alternatives without compromising regulatory objectives.
- Have been overtaken by new circumstances or technologies; or
- Require outdated reporting practices
- Have been in place for long periods of time without revision
- Overlap, duplicate, or conflict with other federal rules or with State and local rules
- Have been the subject of petitions suggesting ways to enhance net benefits or improve efficacy

In selecting rules for review, the working group will prioritize rules that meet these criteria and:

- Impose high costs or burdens on the public or affect a large number of entities
- Have disproportionate distributional impacts on certain entities, such as small businesses.

### Department of Labor

- Stakeholder input
- Impact on small businesses
- Age of the regulation
- Number of entities/workers affected
- Evidence of non-compliance
- Relationship to accidents
- Injuries, security or equity
- Paperwork, petitions for modification or exemption
- Technological change and new scientific research
- Transparency and clarity

### Department of State

The Department will not impose a mandatory schedule for review on the organizations that promulgate rules. Instead, bureaus establish their own priorities and guidelines, giving priority to significant regulations affected by:

- Comments from the public, internal feedback and other agencies
- Changes in legislation
- Simplify language based on the provisions of the Plain Writing Act of 2010

### Department of Transportation

- The nature and extent of public complaints or suggestions (e.g., petitions for rulemaking)
- The need to simplify or clarify regulatory language (e.g., based on requests for interpretation).
- The need to eliminate overlapping or duplicative regulations
- The need to eliminate conflicts or inconsistencies with other rules.
- The length of time since the last review
- The importance or relevance of the problem originally addressed.
- The burdens imposed on, and the benefits achieved for, those affected and how they compare to originally estimated.
- The degree to which technology, economic conditions, or other involved factors have changed.
- The number of requests for exemption and the number granted

Priority determinations:

- Accident investigation or a review of accident or incident data
- Public comment in response to reports
- General requests for public comments and/or public meetings
- The factors set out in the preceding paragraph
- Identify a burden imposed on small entities that is no longer needed to achieve a safety objective
- Other factors, such as budgetary resources, legislative requirements, or judicial mandates

### Department of Treasury

- Largely relies upon those entities most familiar with the benefits and costs associated with various regulations - the public, the regulated industries, and the regulatory and enforcement groups at each bureau - to identify the specific portions of regulations that should be subjected to a prioritized and targeted retrospective review and revision process
- Economic impact of the regulatory project on the public, industry or government
- Reduced burden or intrusiveness on the public, small businesses, and industry, including greater efficiency, reducing record keeping requirements, harmonization with other agencies’ regulations, and the number of industry members and/or people affected by the regulation.

- Public attention
- Level of complexity and prescriptive nature of the regulation.
- Opportunity to employ plain language principles.
- Time elapsed since the last review of the regulation/guidance.
- Updating outmoded or obsolete regulations or guidance.
- Potential for savings to the taxpayer.
- Potential for reduction in burden hours for recordkeeping and reporting.
- Significance of the regulation under Executive Order 12866.
- Bureau and Department resources.

### Department of Veterans Affairs

- Consultation with VA’s senior leadership.
- All VA regulations under development are monitored for compliance with VA’s performance standards for timely completion.
- Regulation rewrite projects and future regulatory actions are integrated into existing priorities, based upon their significance, urgency, and the availability of regulatory resources.

Source: Items are cited directly from Agency Final Plans for Retrospective Reviews, all found here: https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/omb/oira/regulation-reform
## APPENDIX 5: SUMMARY OF CUMULATIVE BURDEN ESTIMATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Federal Register&lt;sup&gt;109&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Number of Pages Published</td>
<td>1976: 50,505 2018: 67225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMB Costs and Benefits&lt;sup&gt;110&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Annual costs and benefits of regulation</td>
<td>$0.2 to $3.7 billion in annual benefits and up to $0.6 billion in annual costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Bank&lt;sup&gt;111&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Ease of Doing Business Ranking</td>
<td>The U.S. ranks 6th out of the countries studied.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIRA&lt;sup&gt;112&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Number of Reviews</td>
<td>Economically significant: 117 Not economically significant: 357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEA ERP&lt;sup&gt;113&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Extrapolate cross-country differences in regulatory burden to estimate GDP effect</td>
<td>If US were to be the most regulatory friendly country (Netherlands) or deregulate by a standard amount, real GDP would be 2.2% or 1% higher, respectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffey, McLaughlin, and Peretto (Mercatus)&lt;sup&gt;114&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Effects of the number of restriction words on value added to GDP for 22 industries from 1977-2012</td>
<td>Economic growth dampened by .8 percent per year since 1980. Had levels been constant at 1980 rate, GDP would have been 25 percent larger by 2012.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawson and Seater&lt;sup&gt;115&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Estimate the relationship between number of pages in CFR and TFP, capital and labor.1949-2005.</td>
<td>Regulation added since 1949 has reduced aggregate growth rate by 2 pp on average. Increases in regulation account for much of the 1970s economic slowdown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey and Thomas&lt;sup&gt;116&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>1998-2011. Estimates the relationship between industry-level data on firms (firm births and deaths) and RegData's regulatory intensity index.</td>
<td>More regulated industries had fewer new firm entrants and slower employment growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Égert and Gal&lt;sup&gt;117&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Quantifies the impact of structural reforms to regulation</td>
<td>Reducing regulatory barriers to competition increases GDP per capita in OECD countries by .7% over 5 years.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>110</sup> Office of Management and Budget, “2018, 2019 and 2020 Draft Report to Congress.”
<sup>111</sup> World Bank Group, “Doing Business 2020.”
<sup>112</sup> “Reginfo.Gov.”
<sup>113</sup> Council of Economic Advisers, “Economic Report of the President; Chapter 2: Deregulation That Frees the Economy.”
<sup>114</sup> Coffey, McLaughlin, and Peretto, “The Cumulative Cost of Regulations.”
<sup>115</sup> Dawson and Seater, “Federal Regulation and Aggregate Economic Growth.”
<sup>116</sup> Bailey and Thomas, “Regulating Away Competition: The Effect of Regulation on Entrepreneurship and Employment.”
<sup>117</sup> Gal and Égert, “The Quantification of Structural Reforms in OECD Countries.”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Empirical Studies of Sector-Specific Cumulative Burden</th>
<th>Gutierrez and Philippon&lt;sup&gt;118&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>Regresses RegData on firm concentration indicators</th>
<th>Positive relationship between firm concentration and regulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greenstone, List, and Syverson&lt;sup&gt;119&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td></td>
<td>Estimates effect of air quality regulations on manufacturing plant TFP. 1972-2003</td>
<td>Regulation of manufacturing plants is associated with a $21 billion annual economic cost in that sector, equivalent to 8.8% of profits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walker&lt;sup&gt;120&lt;/sup&gt; 6/24/20 11:44:00 AM</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td></td>
<td>Estimates how changes resulting from the Clean Air Act impact job transitions.</td>
<td>Strengthening emissions standards in the 1990s resulted in a 15 percent employment decline in the polluting sector in the following decade.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>118</sup> Gutiérrez and Philippon, “Investmentless Growth: An Empirical Investigation.”

<sup>119</sup> Greenstone, List, and Syverson, “The Effects of Environmental Regulation on the Competitiveness of U.S. Manufacturing.”

<sup>120</sup> Walker, “Environmental Regulation and Labor Reallocation.”
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